preparation:

Implementation
Before setting off on your mission to
revolutionize healthcare, you need a team to
get you Mission Ready.

Here are 4 things you can expect f rom
our implementation process.

1
60 Day Guarantee
Some analytics providers can take up to 16 months
to collect and transform your data, leaving you and
your clients without valuable insights. Then, once
the data is ready, it's outdated!



With less than 60-days for implementation, NavMD

60

allows you to make a difference in your clients' lives
without skipping a beat.



We guarantee you'll spend less time managing
data and more time delivering value to your clients.

2
Outsource Management
Our

support team will handle outreach to 3rd

parties to collect data such as:
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end-to-end support will get you back to

managing your client’s risk rather than serving as
their data broker.

3
Compliance Monitoring
One

of the biggest challenges today is trusting the

accuracy of data. That's why data integrity is key!



We map, enrich, transform, reconcile, test, and
validate all of the data and provide you with
transparency of its accuracy with an

Integrity Report Card.



This allows you to provide recommendations to
your clients without second-guessing.

4
Support & Training
From

start to finish, you'll have access to a

designated support specialist that will be your
main point of contact for any questions.



Once

the data is loaded into AVISO , our support

team will load users and begin training. But it
doesn't stop there!



Post Go-Live,

you'll have access to our AVISO

training library and ongoing support f rom our sales
and support team.

Are you Mission Ready?
NavMD is the analytics provider that can
help you take control of your data, get
insights fast, and get ahead of the curve.

Book a demo to learn how we can get
you Mission Ready today!

navmd.com

info@navmd.com

